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English Premier League logo Source 1. And what great entertainment it is! The matches are usually filled with
skill, action, drama, and surprises. The English Premier League is broadcast all over the world. This league is
one of my top favorites not only because of the level of play, but also because the long history of the league
dates back many, many years. The fans and the stadiums are always impressive and it makes the games that
much more exciting when the buzz of the cheering crowd is heard throughout a match. You can read more
information on why this league is awesome with this article that argues that the EPL is the best in the world.
The players in this league are some of the finest in the world. The Serie A season runs during the same time
most other leagues play, including the English Premier League. It begins in September and concludes in May
the following year. My favorite team when I was growing up was AC Milan. I loved watching them play
because of the players on the team, particularly Ricardo Kaka. Unfortunately for Serie A, they seems to
always have a bit of controversy in the air. They had a big match fixing scandal in that is still hanging over the
league today. Spanish La Liga logo Source 3. It has been in existence since the late s and still includes three
teams today who have never been knocked out of the league. La Liga is best known for two powerhouse teams
that in recent years have dominated not only this league but other club tournaments throughout Europe. Real
Madrid and Barcelona contain arguably the best players in the world in Cristiano Ronaldo and Lionel Messi
respectively. Besides these players, each squad is brimming with superstars too many to mention here.
Barcelona has won the championship in La Liga 25 times. They have won the title for multiple years in a row
on a few occasions. However, Real Madrid has won the championship 33 times. It is not uncommon to see
scores of or even in some games. German Bundesliga Logo Source 4. Although formed relatively recently in ,
it boasts incredible fan support. It saw a record level of fan attendance with an average of over 45, fans in each
game during the season. They have recently won the championship six years in a row. While Bayern Munich
is made up of at least 7 German national team players, the Bundesliga includes other world class players such
as Robben, Ribery, Huntelaar, and several American team members. The season runs from August through
May, following a similar schedule as many other European leagues. I enjoy the Bundesliga because of strong
players, passionate fans, and packed stadiums. The games tend to be very competitive and exciting, making it
one of the best leagues every soccer fan should follow! Major League Soccer Logo Source 5. The MLS is the
top soccer league in America. It was formed about 20 years ago to provide both players and fans professional
soccer in the US. Some have wondered why the MLS would not follow the example of other leagues, but I
believe it provides great summer entertainment while most other soccer leagues are on break. In recent years,
MLS has seen a rapidly increasing fan base in combination with new, soccer specific stadiums throughout the
country. These stadiums provide an incredible atmosphere during the games and, for any American soccer fan,
is a must-visit. MLS is one of the top leagues every soccer fan should follow because it has grown
significantly in the last 15 years, and appears to be set to grow even more in the years to come. There are
countless top level leagues spread around the globe. There are likely hundreds if you include lower level
professional leagues as well as semi-pro leagues. There are six continental confederations in FIFA, the
international governing body of professional soccer. Here are just a few of the leagues across each
confederation.
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Premier League is often described as the most exciting football league in the world and rightly so looking at crazy
season which had so many surprises from top to bottom of the league.

The popularity of American football is undeniable, as evidenced by the all-time record As expected, the rules
vary from one federation to the next â€” many countries sport only youth leagues or flag football clubs â€” but
one thing remains: In addition, a superstar needs the other players to support him whether he be a quarterback,
running back or wide receiver. Conducting more than annual football training events each year, the
organization has coached more than 16, youth football coaches who have passed their knowledge and skills on
down to more than , youngsters. USA will go for a third title in when the championship game â€” held every
four years since â€” takes place in Stockholm, Sweden. Swedish American Football Federation Speaking of
Sweden, the championship hosts boast a pretty decent federation along with four talented national teams that
include the Stockholm Mean Machines. Founded in and headed by Tommy Wiking, who also currently serves
as IFAF president, the Swedish American Football Federation has more than 7, active members, ages 13 to 21,
playing for 76 different clubs. What started out in as a touch football league has turned into five leagues
fielding teams in both tackle and flag football. IFL Commissioner Friedman said the league has recently put
together a national tackle football team ready to showcase its skills within the next year. Friedman said the
IFL will be moving to an yard field in Mexico Countries all over the world field formidable American
football squads, including Mexico, whose national team beat up on Austria in the International Federation of
American Football Championship. Like in Turkey, American football gained traction at different colleges and
universities before the first professional championship was played in Australia finished fifth in the first-ever
competition, but came in dead last out of the eight-team field in JAFA has three different leagues that include
more than 60 semi-pro and corporate-sponsored teams, about university clubs and more than high-school
squads. Each league concludes with its own bowl game. That bowl game determines the best collegiate squad
each year. Japan knows a thing or two about world-stage bowl games, too: To hear them tell it, the notion that
Canadians play American football is a misnomer: Some claim Canadians are responsible for the game, with
the first-ever incarnation of what is now American football being played at the University of Toronto in
November Football Canada was established about two decades later in then known as the Canadian Rugby
Football Union , with the purpose of organizing playoff games between various rugby union champions, but
later grew and developed into the national governing body of all amateur football in Canada. In their first bid
for a world championship in , the Canadians fell short only to USA Football, and will look to best their
second-place finish when they try again in Stockholm in
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The following article gives a list of association football confederations, sub-confederations and associations around the
blog.quintoapp.com sport's international governing body is FIFA, but those associations not affiliated to FIFA are also
included in this article.

Professional soccer leagues abound in almost all of the continents on earth. The competition is held every four
years and is the most widely viewed sports event in the world, with over million people watching it over
television. The current champion is Spain, who won in The nation with the most wins is Brazil with five
World Cup titles; Italy with four; and Germany with three. Its qualification phase can start as early as three
years before the competition, with 32 teams qualifying for competition. The competition has two stages-the
group stage and the knockout stage. There are eight groups with four teams each. They play on single
elimination and the top 2 teams of each group then play on for the knockout stage until the top 2 teams will
then play for the final match. It was previously called the European Cup since it is an international soccer
league for European countries. It is held annually and draws in over million television viewers every year. The
league begins in mid-July and ends in May the next year. It starts with a double-round robin style elimination
of 32 teams, goes through several knockout stages and culminating in a final match of the top two teams. It is
governed by the Asian Football Confederation. The top 32 clubs from 10 Asian leagues compete in this
competition, and earn the winner a spot in the World Cup. Qualifying rounds start in late February and the
final match is in early November. The preliminary stage is made up of 64 teams, and then thirty two teams
make up the first round, until the top two teams compete for the final match. It consists of 19 teams, 16 from
the U. The games are played from March to December each year and are divided into Eastern and Western
Conferences. They only have 10 members so they invite other nations like Costa Rica, Mexico, and the U.
They are divided into 3 groups of 4 teams and compete in a round-robin elimination for the first stage, then
proceed to the knockout stage until the top two teams compete in a final match. I hope this article has really
help you better understand some of the top Professional soccer leagues around the world. Please do not
hesitate to leave a comment below and let us know which one you like. Soccer allows me to push the
limitation of creativity and express myself without saying a word. Soccer is my addiction. I train, I play and I
repeat every single day.
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Football Leagues from around the World Argentina Argentinian football league guide including detailed information on
the history of football in Argentina, the title winners etc.

With a very high attendance rate, Liga MX â€” the Mexican football league â€” is one of the greatest in the
World. The game quality is amazing and might even surprise you. Several matches have high intensity that
suddenly becomes really vibrant and filled with emotion with awesome plays and cracking goals. There are
millions to be spent in getting international stars, but recent changes in regulations imposed a limit on the
number of non-Russian footballers per team that are allowed to play simultaneously. Boca Juniors and River
Plate bring a ton of rivalry to the championship making it even more interesting andâ€¦ truly insane! The
boiling and, many times, dangerous atmosphere is definitely hard to forget. Recent venues built for the World
Cup dramatically improved the quality of the games both for spectators and players. Coaches rarely start and
finish a full season in the same club. Some only last for a few weeks before being sacked. Despite the
competitiveness among them, the overall squad quality is not very impressive if we look at the rest of the first
division clubs. New youth players homegrown or international appear when least expected and bring
excitement and play quality to the matches. This is where Portuguese clubs excel: Ligue 1 Ligue 1 Pros
Competitiveness. Competitiveness between non-title contenders continues to be high. Cradle of rising stars.
The Ligue 1 is the cradle of many rising stars that later excel in the French national team. Talent production
has always been a guarantee in the French domestic league. Ligue 1 Cons Loss of parity. Uncertainty about
which team would be crowned champion had always been high, but when clubs like Paris Saint-Germain PSG
or Monaco were bought by millionaires, parity between French title contenders started to vanish. While
Monaco saw a disinvestment in past few years, PSG continued to build a stronger and more balanced squad.
The Parisian side now usually leads the championship with dozens of points ahead of the pack and became the
French chronic league winner. This made Ligue 1 a less interesting football league to follow when compared
to some years ago. This might be over, though. Despite the decrease in purchasing power of its major teams,
Serie A â€” the Italian soccer league â€” remains strong and features great sides like Juventus, AC Milan,
Inter, Roma, Fiorentina, Lazio and Napoli among others. These are tough teams to beat at international level.
The Italian soccer â€” known as Calcio â€” has always produced players of outstanding quality that have had
long-lasting careers. Footballers in Italy are truly ageless. Buffon is still one of the best goalkeepers in the
World even at an age around 40 years old. Tactical side of the game. Some matches are true chess games.
Italian national team is inspiring. They usually start their international tournament campaigns World Cups and
Euros in a poor fashion. But then they generally make it to the knockout stages and go far in those
competitions. That could also be the case with Italian clubs in European club competitions. No matter how bad
they start what matters is how they finish them. Serie A Cons Economic difficulties in Italy. Serie A has been
down in the past few years mainly due to great economic difficulties in the country. The obvious loss in
purchasing power made Calcio clubs lower their investment in new international players which translates to
poorer squad quality across the teams. The biggest club from the city of Torino is back at its fullest strength
after being depromoted as a punishment for their involvement in the Calciopoli scandal. They have won the
last 6 Serie A titles and seem fairly unbeatable; this reduces the interest in following the Italian domestic
football. It is contested by 18 teams on a promotion and relegation system and the domestic soccer league with
the highest average stadium attendance. Other Bundesliga title contenders are clearly not as strong as Bayern
Munich but, nevertheless, are still successful clubs. Among them we have Borussia Dortmund and Shalke
The season of has also revealed RB Leipzig has a new emerging surprise which quickly became a sensation.
They are owned by a famous beverage brand that promises to take the club to the top. Attendance in
Bundesliga matches is as high as it gets with fans taking much pride in their clubs and offering amazing
support to their teams. Soccer stadiums in Germany are of top-notch quality, which a Bundesliga standard.
Most of the stadiums hold between 30, to 60, spectators with five venues holding more than sixty thousand
people. All clubs were required to have a youth academy and DFB itself took care of identifying homegrown
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players that might have been missed in the years before the new implementations. Bundesliga Cons
Unstoppable Bayern. The Munichians won the last five Bundesliga titles and seem to be the most equipped
team to win again this year. The fact brings less uncertainty to the German league making it a bit less
interesting to watch. It is contested by 20 teams on a promotion and relegation system. The Spanish
association football league â€” known as La Liga â€” features the two best clubs in the World: Real Madrid
and Barcelona. Barcelona has been recurrently considered the best team in the World. Best soccer players in
the World. And extraterrestrial individuals like: Several exciting teams follow along and may even surprise the
top title contenders. Sevilla and Villareal are the best examples. Valencia used to be on top too but lately their
team has been facing some performance difficulties. There is another contest inside the championship league
title fight. These two true aliens keep pushing each other to break their own boundaries and go beyond their
limits. Cristiano Ronaldo and Lionel Messi alone are so out-of-this-world footballers they can do practically
anything they please with a soccer ball. But why waste your time discussing it when you can rather just enjoy
watching them play and do wonders on the playing field? La Liga Cons Huge gap between clubs. Which
decreases the competitiveness level of the Spanish domestic soccer league. English Premier League The
Premier League â€” also known as Premiership â€” is a professional association football league. Its origins go
back to when it was founded as the Football League. The English Premier League is the most-watched sports
competition in the world with a potential television and live stream audience of 4. English Premier League
Pros Household names. New clubs are growing bigger, becoming more important â€” much because of their
new billionaire owners â€” and winning championship titles more often in recent years like Chelsea FC and
Manchester City. There is no such thing as a pre-announced victory by the supposedly stronger side. The real
value on the playing field of all the teams is fairly similar which makes it a much more balanced
championship than the rest and practically anyone can end up holding the championship trophy. Leicester FC
who won the Premier League in If you think that was a one-time event, check out this list of the English
football champions and be surprised. Million pound broadcasting contracts fill up their safes which allows
them to invest more in signing better players. The English Premier League is probably the best soccer league
in the World due to its unmatched play mentality. Games are only really finished when referees whistle their
final whistle. The atmosphere in the EPL stadiums is simply outstanding. Awesome venues provide the best
scenario for the greatest and most exciting matches. British supporters are unique in that they never stop
cheering, singing and applauding for their clubs. Both players and supporters know when their opponents
perform better and are worthy winners. It is not uncommon to see supporters from one team applauding the
opponent side when the matches reach their end. While some indicators may come from actual data like:
Spectators attendance Number of goals scored in a season Parity between the league teams measurable by the
point difference between the champion and the last placed side Discipline number of red cards seen Others
bring a lot more subjectivity to the table: You should also acknowledge that each and every one of those
factors may have unpaired degrees of importance. Picking out the best soccer leagues in the World is very
subjective, as you might have expected. There are a ton of factors and stats into the mix, like personal
preferences and patriotisms, that may influence the final list. A fine example is MLS. The American soccer
championship is growing up fast and set to become one of the most interesting ones. Do you agree or
completely disagree? List your own top 10 leagues in our comment section below.
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That's what we've done here, looking at a total of 26 top-flight leagues around world football to present our definitive
ranking. Criteria and Ranking. 1 of DOMINIQUE FAGET/Getty Images.

The most famous teams are especially from this region including Germany, Italy, England ,France, Spain and
Netherlands. The teams that are most famous are from these countries especially. FA Premier League In the
top division of clubs in England formed a breakaway league, enabling them to take a larger share of income
from media rights in comparison to the rest of the football league. The Premier League originally Premiership
currently consists of 20 clubs. The fifth place club qualifies for the UEFA Europa League, although extra
clubs often qualify on the basis of league position depending on the winners of domestic cup competitions.
The bottom three clubs are automatically relegated. In terms of income, viewing figures and attendances the
Premier League is the most successful domestic football competition in the world, and compares favorably
across all sports. However many football fans within England are concerned with the vast sums of money
involved, while clubs in the lower divisions struggle, with many entering administration and some going out
of business. In addition the formation of the Premier League has led to a generation of fans growing up with
football as a TV-only activity as live games become more expensive to cater for corporate hospitality. This has
led to the slow death of the local football culture which developed over the last years in England. The club was
formed in , as the team Newton Heath F. It joined the Football League in , and have only been relegated once
since The mean attendances of the games are higher than any English football league team for all but six
seasons starting in The team won 38 trophies under Alex Ferguson. Since the late s, Manchester United has
been one of the richest clubs in the world. Jose Mourinho is the current manager, with Wayne Rooney being
the captain. Arsenal are currently playing in the new Emirates Stadium. They are currently owned by Russian
oil-baron Roman Abramovich. In spite of their successful history, Liverpool are yet to win a Premier League
title since its inception in Liverpool was founded in and joined the Football League the following year. The
club has played at Anfield since its formation. The first was the Heysel Stadium disaster in , in which charging
Liverpool fans caused a wall to collapse, killing 39 Juventus supporters and resulting in English clubs being
banned from European competitions for five years. In the Hillsborough disaster, 96 Liverpool supporters lost
their lives in a crush against perimeter fencing. None of these tragedies were the fault of Liverpool supporters.
Liverpool has long-standing rivalries with neighbours Everton and with Manchester United. The team changed
from red shirts and white shorts to an all-red home strip in It has a strong lineup and is widely known
throughout Europe which includes the great players such as Anderson and Sidney Gouvou. They play at Stade
de Gerland and are managed by Claude Puel. Olympique de Marseille Known commonly as Marseille or OM,
this team may not be known well these days but it had a great history. It even includes famous Spaniard
Fernando Morientes. A major accomplishment was reaching the Champions League finals. Bundesliga The
Germany had a great history including their players, morale, fan support and the main thing, glory. They have
five European titles. They currently play their home games at the Allianz Arena in Munich and are managed
by Carlo Ancelotti. Borussia Dortmund Borussia Dortmund is the second most successful club in Bundesliga
having won eight titles. They play at BayArena in Leverkusen. Schalke 04 They play at Veltins-Arena. They
play at Weserstadion. Serie A The Italians do have a number of excellent teams and star players. Juventus
Juve are referred by many names and are the true Italian kings. They play at Stadio San Siro. They are
managed by Stefano Pioli. La Liga Spanish La Liga is the second most-watched league because of its
reputation among other leagues by including many great legends and current players. They have a good
history and are still good. Their home ground is Santiago Bernabeu stadium. Formed in , Barcelona has won
24 La Liga titles and five European titles. Primeira Liga Although not known so much maybe, but Primeira
Liga do consists of great honored teams. Here are some of them. Benfica Benfica is the most successful club
in Portugal. It has a average lineup but superb morale. It has a good variety of players with a good morale.
Some famous players are Jackson Martinez, Quaresma, Quintero and others. Sporting Lisbon Sporting Lisbon
is the third most successful club in Portugal. It has players with a inspiring hope, not bad. Dutch Eredivisie
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They may have been forgotten but they are relived. Here are some Dutch teams which are ruling these days.
The youth department of Ajax is considered to be the best of the world. Feyenoord Rotterdam Feyenoord is a
team that is known for its good morale and team-building, which makes them sometimes win over better
skilled teams. The biggest successes were achieved in when the club won the UEFA cup, and in , when the
club wins the European Champions Cup. The most successful coach is beyond any doubt Guus Hiddink, who
worked for the team from to and from to The fans use this to distinguish themselves from the big clubs from
the big cities in the west of the Netherlands. Olympiacos - Greece Olympiacos is a well-known club of
Greece. Panathinaikos - Greece Panathinaikos is clearly a good club of Greece,with 19 Greek championships
and 16 Greek cups. Rangers - Scotland Rangers FC are by far the most successful club in the world when it
comes to winning the national title. They have achieved this on 53 occasions in their history. Linfield FC
Northern Ireland are the 2nd most successful with Rangers are managed by Walter Smith, who is managing
the club for the second time in his career. In his first term he led the club to 9 titles in a row In his 2nd term he
took the club to the UEFA Cup final in where Rangers took the largest ever support to an away game when ,
fans travelled to Manchester. He retired from Rangers at the end of season clinching his 3rd title in a row,
leaving his position to assistant manager Ally McCoist who is looking to beat the record set by Smith in his
previous term in charge. During the match a Celtic fan attacked the Rapid goalkeeper, and was arrested by
police. The manager is Brendan Rodgers. Grasshopperclub Zurich - Switzerland [1] Grasshopperclub Zurich is
also very known in their Swiss region. Shakhtar Donetsk - Ukraine Shakhtar Donetsk is also a very good team
especially because of their morale. The team has done very well in recent years they were very close to getting
into the champions league second round,but lost to Benfica ,having great eastern players such as Darijo Srna
and Mariusz Lewandowski. Well known players are currently Daniel Zitka,Olivier Deschacht. Dinamo Zagreb
- Croatia Dinamo is the most successful and famous team from Croatia. Their arch-rivals are Hajduk. They
were runners up in and won it in They were Yugoslavia champions 4 times, and Croatian champions 11
times. It has 47 member countries, mostly located on the Asian and Australian continent, but excludes the
transcontinental countries with territory in both Europe and Asia â€” Azerbaijan, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Russia,
and Turkey â€” which are instead members of UEFA. Hong Kong and Macau, although not independent
countries both are Special administrative regions of China , are also members of the AFC. Indian Super
League The league currently features ten teams from around India. Unlike other football leagues from around
the world, the ISL is one of the few leagues to not use the promotion and relegation system but instead a
franchise system along the lines of the Twenty20 cricket league. The teams play in a single table during the
regular season and each team will play each other twice, once at home and once away from home, to complete
a Eighteen game season. The Indian Super League has achieved the rare milestone of having registered the
highest average stadium attendance for any football League in Asia. Kerala Blasters FC is on first position in
average home attendance among football clubs in Asia. The most famous teams are from the power house of
Mexico. Here are some good Mexicanos amigos. After FIFA 06,their ratings has increased and in they were
the 4th highest football league to be watched stadiums Chivas de Guadalajara Chivas is very well-known.
They have won many major titles in their history. Chivas is the current Champion in the Mexicna 1st division.
It has a number of fans and have won most of the important titles in the league. United The most successful
team in the league, has the most number of trophies in the league. Los Angeles Galaxy An early rival team of
D. United, it currently holds the most number of wins in the league. During the early years of MLS it was
always successful but was mostly stopped by D. United when it came to MLS finals. However, with patience
its dividends paid off during the Lamar Hunt U.
Chapter 6 : Top Professional Sports Leagues by Revenue
To help you find the best soccer leagues, I have made a list of the five best soccer leagues to follow from around the
world. In many countries, soccer is more commonly referred to as football. In this article I will refer to association football
as soccer for simplicity and because that's what I grew up calling it.
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Welcome to Leaguecom a soccer website that seeks to provide an information resource for anyone wishing to refer to
current and historic association football league tables across the world on a season by season basis.

Chapter 8 : Football Leagues Around the World - The Goalhanger
Here are a few of the finest American football leagues around the globe: United States Team USA Football celebrates a
big win at the International Federation of American Football World Championship in in Vienna.

Chapter 9 : Soccer Leagues: Different Types of Leagues around the World
The league currently features ten teams from around India. Unlike other football leagues from around the world, the ISL
is one of the few leagues to not use the promotion and relegation system but instead a franchise system along the lines
of the Twenty20 cricket league.
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